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Multi-District Litigation Proceedings



Anadarko’s “Energy Package” Policy

• $75,000,000 (100%) 
Limit of Liability

Section II:
Control of Well

• $150,000,000 (100%) 
Limit of Liability

Section III:
Excess Liabilities



Policy Language



ULTIMATE NET LOSS
The words “Ultimate Net Loss”, wherever used in this
Policy, shall mean the amount [Anadarko] is obligated
to pay, by judgment or settlement, as damages
resulting from an “Occurrence” covered by this Policy,
including the service of suit, institution of arbitration
proceedings and all “Defence Expenses” in respect of
such “Occurrence.”



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
It is hereby understood. . .that as regards any liability of [Anadarko] which is insured under
this Section III and which arises in any manner whatsoever out of the operation or existence
of any joint venture. . . in which [Anadarko] has an interest, the liability of Underwriters under
this Section III shall be limited to the product of (a) the percentage interest of [Anadarko] in
said Joint Venture and (b) the total limit afforded [Anadarko] under this Section III.

The Joint Venture Clause shall not apply to any liability of [Anadarko], when as a result of the
circumstances of the Occurrence, the terms of the Joint Venture agreement place the whole
of the liability of the Joint Venture on [Anadarko].

In the event [Anadarko] becomes legally liable in a court of competent jurisdiction for an
amount greater than their proportionate ownership, Underwriters hereon agree to provide
coverage to [Anadarko] to the extent the legal liability increases [Anadarko’s] working interest
percentage liability. . .



Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Houston Casualty Co.,
2013 Tex. Dist. LEXIS 4880.

• Found that defense expenses are subject to scaling
under the Joint Venture Provision

• Concluded the MDL Court’s judgment finding Anadarko
joint and severally liable for OPA removal costs and
damages triggered invoked the third paragraph of the
Joint Venture Provision and that Underwriters’ liability
increased because Anadarko was found liable for an
amount greater than its proportion interest in a Joint
Venture.



Houston Casualty Co. v. Anadarko Petroleum Corp., 
552 S.W.3d 268 (Tex. App.—Beaumont [9th Dist.] 2016).

• Found that defense expenses are subject to scaling
under the Joint Venture Provision

• Concluded that neither exception of the Joint Venture
Provision increased Underwriters’ liability under the
Joint Venture Provision



Anadarko Petroleum Corp. v. Houston Casualty Co.,
573 S.W.3d 187 (Tex. 2019).



Amicus Interpretation (Section III – Excess Liabilities)
 UNL = Amount Insured must pay by judgment or settlement, as damages resulting from 

covered “Occurrence” (service of suit, arbitration, all “Defence Expenses”)

 Defence Expenses = investigation, defence and appeal costs paid or incurred on behalf 
of Insured

 JV Provision (End. No. 1) –Underwriters’ Liability under the Section III  = (% interest of the 
Assured in JV) X (total limit afforded the Assured under Section III)  [Scaled to Interests]

 JV provision reduces Underwriters’ liability for Ultimate Net Loss (UNL) including Defence
Expenses

 The “liability” that Underwriters insures includes Defence Expenses

 Anadarko’s interpretation is inconsistent JV Provision, energy industry practice of scaling 
to interests and policy negotiations = Unintended Windfall



THE COURT’S 
PERSPECTIVE

Justice Jeff Boyd



SECTION III: EXCESS LIABILITIES

No duty to defend
Duty to indemnify Anadarko for “Ultimate Net 

Loss”
“the amount Anadarko is required to pay by judgment or
settlement, as damages resulting from an ‘Occurrence’
covered by the Policy, including the service of suit, institution of
arbitration proceedings and all ‘Defence Expenses’ in respect
of such ‘Occurrence’”

Limit of $150m



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
“As regards any liability of [Anadarko] which
is insured under this Section III and which
arises in any manner whatsoever out of the
operation or existence of any joint venture . . .
in which [Anadarko] has an interest, the
liability of Underwriters under this Section III
shall be limited to the product of (a) the
percentage interest of [Anadarko] in said
Joint Venture and (b) the total limit afforded
[Anadarko] under this Section III.”



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
“________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______________ the liability of Underwriters under this
Section III shall be limited to the product of (a) the
percentage interest of [Anadarko] in said Joint Venture
and (b) the total limit afforded [Anadarko] under this
Section III.”

25% interest X $150m limit = $37.5m



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
“As regards any liability of [Anadarko] which is
insured under this Section III and which arises
in any manner whatsoever out of the
operation or existence of any joint venture . . .
in which [Anadarko] has an interest,
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
“As regards any liability of [Anadarko] which is
insured under this Section III and which arises
in any manner whatsoever out of the
operation or existence of any joint venture . . .
in which [Anadarko] has an interest, the
liability of Underwriters under this Section III
shall be limited to the product of (a) the
percentage interest of [Anadarko] in said
Joint Venture and (b) the total limit afforded
[Anadarko] under this Section III.”



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
I: Does the JVP limit all excess coverage to

$37.5 m, for defence expenses as well as
damages Anadarko is required to pay?

OR: Whether the JVP “limits Section III’s excess-
liability coverage only for amounts Anadarko
was required to pay in response to third-party
claims or also for amounts Anadarko paid as
defense expenses.”

OR: Are defence expenses a “liability…insured”
that arises out of the joint venture?



RULES OF CONSTRUCTION
“ascertain the intentions of the parties as expressed in 

the document.” (RSUI)

“look to the policy’s language because it best represents 
what the parties actually intended.” 

“Because the policy does not define the term ‘liability,’ 
we must give the term its common, ordinary meaning, 
while reading the term ‘in context and in light of the rules 
of grammar and common usage.’”



RULES OF CONSTRUCTION
 “dictionaries generally define the term ‘liability’ broadly to include any 

kind of debt, obligation, or responsibility”

 “But we cannot simply stop at the dictionary definitions” because 
“context matters,” 

We “must give an insurance policy’s undefined words their common, 
ordinary meaning unless the policy itself demonstrates that the parties 
intended a ‘different’ or more ‘technical’ meaning.”

 So “we must consider how the policy uses the term at issue and apply 
that usage unless the provision at issue clearly requires a contrary 
meaning.”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

 It “consistently distinguishes between 
Anadarko’s ‘liabilities’ and ‘expenses’”

 It uses “liability” to refer to “an obligation
imposed on Anadarko by law, to pay for
damages sustained by a third party who
submits a written claim.”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
Coverage provision:

Underwriters will indemnify Anadarko for Ultimate Net Loss 
sustained

by reason of liability [imposed on or assumed by 
Anadarko]

for damages in respect of [bodily injury, pers. injury, 
prop. damage, or advertising injury]

caused by or arising out of an “Occurrence” . . . for 
which a “Claim” is first made in writing against 
[Anadarko] during the Policy Period.



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

“Ultimate Net Loss”
“the amount Anadarko is required to pay
by judgment or settlement,
as damages resulting from an ‘Occurrence’ covered 
by the Policy, 
including the service of suit, institution of arbitration 
proceedings and all ‘Defence Expenses’ in respect of 
such ‘Occurrence’”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
“Ultimate Net Loss”

“the amount Anadarko is required to pay by judgment or 
settlement,
• as damages resulting from an ‘Occurrence’ covered by 

the Policy, 
• including the service of suit, institution of arbitration 

proceedings and all ‘Defence Expenses’ in respect of such 
‘Occurrence’”

Damages to third parties and defence expenses “are two 
separate components of” the Ultimate Net Loss



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
Coverage provision:

Underwriters must indemnify Anadarko for Ultimate Net Loss 
(both damages paid to third parties and defence expenses)
but only if sustained

by reason of liability [imposed on or assumed by 
Anadarko]

for damages in respect of [bodily injury, pers. injury, prop. 
damage, or advertising injury]

caused by or arising out of an “Occurrence” . . . for which 
a “Claim” is first made in writing against [Anadarko] 
during the Policy Period.



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
Other provisions:

“Cross Liability” condition: 

if an “Occurrence” results in bodily injury or property 
damage to one Insured 

for which another Insured “is or may be liable”
the policy covers the Insured against whom a 

“Claim for damages has been made” in the 
same manner as if separate policies had been 
issued to each Insured. 



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

Other provisions:
“Completed Operations Liability” means 

“liability for ‘Bodily Injury’ and/or ‘Property Damage’
arising out of the ‘Insured’s’ operations” after such 
Operations have been completed or abandoned.



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

Other provisions:
Various other provisions

• “liabilities or expenses incurred as a result of a peril 
insured”

• “claims, liabilities, costs, and expenses”
• “loss damage liability or expense”
• “loss damage or expense”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

Common legal and insurance-industry usage

 “liability insurance” generally covers “damage the
insured does to others” Members Mut. (Tex. 1984)

 insured’s defense expenses are not “damages” a third
party sustains and “claims.” Lamar Homes (Tex. 2007).

 “damages” are “[m]oney claimed by, or ordered to be
paid to, a person as compensation for loss or injury.”
Xerox (Tex. 2018)



JOINT VENTURE PROVISION
“As regards any liability of [Anadarko] which is
insured under this Section III and which arises in
any manner whatsoever out of the operation or
existence of any joint venture . . . in which
[Anadarko] has an interest, the liability of
Underwriters under this Section III shall be limited
to the product of (a) the percentage interest of
[Anadarko] in said Joint Venture and (b) the
total limit afforded [Anadarko] under this
Section III.”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

Held:

“Although Anadarko’s liabilities and defense
expenses are both included in its ‘Ultimate
Net Loss,’ and thus both are ‘insured’ under
section III, the policy distinguishes between the
two, and the Joint Venture Provision applies
only to liabilities, not to defense expenses.”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
MFR: Section III’s Oil Pollution Act endorsement

Underwriters agree to indemnify Anadarko “for such
amounts in excess of the Underlying Limits as [Anadarko]
shall have become liable to pay and shall pay” . . .

FOURTH: Costs, charges and expenses incurred, with the
written consent of Underwriters, in defending against or
Investigating or adjusting any liabilities insured against
under Sections FIRST, SECOND or THIRD above, subject
to all of the terms, conditions and limitations of the
Policy.



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

MFR: Section III’s Oil Pollution Act endorsement
Refers to: 

• “discharge of oil giving rise to the liability under Sections 
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD or FOURTH above”

• “any liability which would otherwise be covered under 
Sections FIRST, SECOND, THIRD or FOURTH above, 

• “liability for any sum set forth in Sections FIRST, SECOND, 
THIRD or FOURTH”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?
MFR: Section III’s Oil Pollution Act endorsement

BUT “amounts Anadarko shall have become liable to pay”
FIRST, Liability . . . for [removal costs and damages for oil 
discharge]; 
SECOND, Liability . . . to a claimant for interest on an 
amount paid in satisfaction of a claim under . . . the Act; 
THIRD, Liability . . . for removal costs or damages [for oil 
discharge under equivalent state laws and regulations]; 
FOURTH, Costs, charges and expenses incurred,



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

MFR: Section III’s Oil Pollution Act endorsement
AND endorsement’s conditions refer to coverage for 
“any loss, liability, cost or expense set forth in 
Sections FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, or FOURTH.”

AND endorsement defines “claim” as “that part of 
any written demand received by [Anadarko] for 
sums set for in Sections FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD 
above.”



HOW DOES THE POLICY USE THE TERM “LIABILITY”?

Held:

“Although Anadarko’s liabilities and defense
expenses are both included in its ‘Ultimate
Net Loss,’ and thus both are ‘insured’

under section III, the policy distinguishes
between the two, and the Joint Venture
Provision applies only to liabilities, not to
defense expenses.”



POLICYHOLDER  
PERSPECTIVE

Robert J. 
Cunningham

Partner, Roach & Newton



COVERAGE CLAIMS ARE “INHERENTLY ADVERSARIAL”
“We note at the outset that the insurance claim process is
inherently adversarial. The adversarial process begins as soon
as a claim is filed and ends only when the resolution of the
claim is finally determined and accepted by the parties.”

Barbara Techs Corp v State Farm Lloyds, ––– S.W.3d ––––, No.
17-0640, 2019 WL 2710089, at *6 (Tex. June 28, 2019)(not yet
released for publication)

Neither Insurers nor Policyholders are interested in an objective
result!



CONTEXT OF ANADARKO OPINION & BRIEFING

 Interpretative Tools
 Discerning intent from the words of the contract alone
 Multiple principles applied to determine plain meaning
 For normal contract, ambiguity resolved as fact issue on parties’ intent
 Insurance only: ambiguity resolved in favor of Insured without additional 

evidence 

 Circumstances of Contracting
 Technically just another interpretive tool
 Difficult to distinguish from impermissible extrinsic evidence of intent
 Cannot conflict with plain meaning of wording
 In practice, simply bolsters meaning determined by Court from wording



TEXAS: DEEP TRADITION OF TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

 Forbau v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 876 S.W.2d 132, 133 (Tex. 1994)
rejecting “reasonable expectations” in favor of utilizing
multiple interpretive tools to ascertain intent from policy
wording.

 Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Ins. Co. of State, 568 S.W.3d 650, 657 (Tex.
2019)(Guzman, J.) rejecting that additional insured wording in
workers comp policy required reference to and incorporation
of underlying contract restrictions, distinguishing wording from
blowout policy requiring different resolution in In re Deepwater
Horizon, 470 S.W.3d 452 (Tex. 2015)(Guzman, J.)



TEXAS CASES REJECTING 
RULE-BASED APPROACH

 Lamar Homes, Inc v Mid–Continent Cas Co, 242 S.W.3d 1 (Tex. 2007)
interpreting plain wording of standard CGL to include contract claims
for defective workmanship and rejecting market-based dissenting
argument that only tort claims are meant to be covered

 Don's Bldg Supply, Inc v OneBeacon Ins Co, 267 S.W.3d 20 (Tex. 2008)
CGL wording interpreted to trigger coverage for occurrence based on
injury in fact, rejecting other options not grounded in specific wording

 “Parties' intent is governed by what they said in the insurance
contract, not by what one side or the other alleges they intended to
say but did not.” Gilbert Tex. Constr, LP v UWs at Lloyd's London, 327
S.W.3d 118, 127 (Tex.2010)



POLICYHOLDER-UNFRIENDLY EXEMPLARS
 Nat'l Union v CBI Indus, Inc, 907 S.W.2d 517 (Tex. 1995) utilizing plain

meaning to uphold pollution exclusion without extrinsic evidence of
insurance industry testimony on intended limited scope
 Subsequently relied upon to support widespread exclusion of workplace 

accidents involving vapors / emission

 Sharp contrast with more constricted LA approach

 Fiess v. State Farm Lloyds, 202 S.W.3d 744, 753 (Tex.2006)
grammatical parsing upholding mold exclusion in conjunction with
ensuing loss exception of homeowner policy, rejecting Texas
Department of Insurance’s interpretation.

 “Plain meaning” of “ordinary reasonable person” is lost

 Interpretation wrought by diligence of finest legal minds



AMBIGUITY IS RARE
RSUI Indem. Co. v. The Lynd Co., 466 S.W.3d 113 (Tex. 

2015)(Boyd, J.)
 “[C]ontract is ambiguous only if, after applying the rules of

construction, it remains ‘subject to two or more reasonable
interpretations.’ ”

 No ambiguity “merely because both parties can point to words or
phrases that, read in isolation, favor different constructions of the
contract, or because both parties can identify language that, through
the lens of hindsight, could have been more clearly stated . . . Few
contracts could withstand that scrutiny.”

 Insurer’s arguments “regarding the insurance industry and the
‘structure’ of the Scheduled Limit of Liability endorsement are
insufficient to render [Insured’s] proposed construction of the
endorsement's language unreasonable.



ENERGY PACKAGE POLICIES
 Recommend reviewing all elements for congruent terms

 Anadarko analysis limited to Section III, Excess Liabilities

 Multiple policies covering different risks but possibly common terms

 First party property – landside

 First party property – offshore

 Platforms separate from pipelines?

 Blowout – OEE / EED forms

 Well recovery / redrill / pollution

 General / Umbrella Liabilities



MARKET-BASED ARGUMENTS NOT PERSUASIVE
 Lamar Homes, Inc. v. Mid–Continent Cas. Co., 242 S.W.3d 1, 13 (Tex. 2007).

 “The dissent's infatuation with the economic-loss rule as a policy-construction
tool leads to the conclusion that “property damage” does not mean what the
policy plainly says, but rather is code for tort damages. Texas law, however,
requires that insurance policies be written in English, preferably plain English, not
code. Moreover, we have said that the label attached to the cause of action—
whether it be tort, contract, or warranty-does not determine the duty to
defend.”

 RSUI Indem. Co. v. The Lynd Co., 466 S.W.3d 113, 134 (Tex. 2015).
 “… when [Insurers] offer such [scheduled] policies they must use language that

unambiguously confirms that they are doing so. They can avoid all of the
calamities that RSUI and its amici contend today's decision will cause to the
commercial property insurance market by writing their policies more clearly.
We have no fear for the insurance market, because we have no doubt that RSUI
and its competitors can do so.”



TASK OF INTERPRETATION CAN BE DAUNTING
 “This Court frequently finds itself deciding high-stakes insurance law

questions, which, for me at least, can be fiendishly difficult.” Mid-
Continent Ins. Co. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 236 S.W.3d 765, 777 (Tex.
2007)(Willett, J. concurring)

 “Only an insurance company could come up with the policy
interpretation advanced here. [Insurer] theorizes that its automobile
policies do not cover injuries caused by drunk driving collisions,
because such collisions are not “accidents.” Its logic is this: intentional
acts are not accidents, and drunk drivers make the intentional
choice to drink and then drive.” Frederking v. Cincinnati Insurance
Company, 929 F.3d 195 (5th Cir. 2019)(Ho, J.)

 But note unanimous Court in Anadarko compared to split in Lamar
Homes, RSUI



INSURER RELUCTANCE TO WRITE CLEAR POLICIES?
 Inertia? “Personal injury” misnomer instead of “bodily injury” persisted in

Health Hazard provision of OIL exclusions for decades

 Intentionally obfuscating / gray areas of coverage?

 Subsea equipment, e.g., not clearly defined as part of Platform/Well sections

 Conductor; BOP; Christmas Tree; subsea valves

 “Well” not clearly defined

 Nothing more than the hole in the ground?

 Not surface equipment necessary to approve working well?

 “Corrosion” = Stress Corrosion Cracking

 No indices of traditional pitting, loss of atomic bonding



ARBITRATION – LAST REFUGE OF INSURERS
 Increasingly required by Insurers (esp. London arb)

 Promised cost savings & efficiencies not borne out

 Clear Advantage to Insurers

 Home turf, familiarity with procedural intricacies

 Confidential precedents known to Insurance marker but not policyholders

 Ditto, tendencies of individual arbitrators

 Bad precedents swept under rug, unknown to policyholders

 Broad scope of evidence includes extrinsic evidence / market expectations that 
would be precluded in formal court setting

 Difficult to obtain dispositive ruling on contract wording



MYTH OF “SOPHISTICATED INSURED” EXCEPTION

 Myth: “Sophisticated Insured” negotiates “Manuscripted” Policy,
therefore contra proferentem should not apply

 Reality: Policyholder is expert at its own commercial enterprise, no
match for expertise of UWs in their insurance business

 Reality: Insurance / Legal Depts rarely experts on specific wordings,
but focus on financial and broad scope aspects of coverage

 Reality: Policy terms available only as pre-packaged / pre-
approved wordings designed by UWs for their own risk assessment
purposes

 Reality: “Negotiation” limited to Menu Type Choices –

 1 from Column A, 1 from Column B



WRONG: BROKER ACTS FOR INSURED 
IN ISSUING POLICY

 English Law: Broker issues Policy as Policyholder’s Agent, BUT

 Texas Law: Broker Issues / Delivers Policy as Insurer’s Agent

 See Lexington Ins. Co. v. Strayhorn, 209 S.W.3d 83, 88 (Tex. 2006); TEX.
INS. CODE § 981.002(8) (defining “surplus lines agent”); § 981.103
(specifying delivery to Insured of surplus lines Policy documents); §
4001.051(b) (listing acts constituting acting as the Insurer’s agent)

 Policy wording is “owned” by surplus lines UWs per Texas law, even if
Broker compiled wording from options available



A MODEST PROPOSAL

In lieu of mere contra proferentem, require “express” wording as applied for 

contractual indemnities on any limitation of coverage asserted by Insurers!  

Benefits:

 Preserves precious judicial resources taken by involved analysis of wording

 Abandon futile attempt to untangle chronic textual challenges

 Revives the “reasonable person” standard for plain meaning of text 

 Acknowledges plight of Policyholder confronted with obscure wording

 Motivates Insurers to write clearly expressed Policy wording

 Imposes obligation of clear expression where it belongs – with Insurers
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